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ABSTRACT: Full thickness rotator cuff tendon (RCT) tears have long-term effects on RC muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration, with
lasting damage even after surgical tendon repair. Skeletal muscle progenitor cells (SMPs) are critical for muscle repair in response to
injury, but the inability of RC muscles to recover from chronic RCT tear indicates possible deficits in repair mechanisms. Here we
investigated if muscle injury state was a crucial factor during human SMP expansion and differentiation ex vivo. SMPs were isolated
from muscles in patients with no, partial-thickness (PT), or full-thickness (FT) RCT tears. Despite using growth factors, physiological
niche stiffness, and muscle-mimetic extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, we found that SMPs isolated from human RC muscle with
RCT tears proliferated slower but fused into myosin heavy chain (MHC)-positive myotubes at higher rates than SMPs from untorn
RCTs. Proteomic analysis of RC muscle tissue revealed shifts in muscle composition with pathology, as muscle from massive RCT tears
had increased ECM deposition compared with no tear RC muscle. Together these data imply that the remodeled niche in a torn RCT
primes SMPs not for expansion but for differentiation, thus limiting longer-term self-renewal necessary for regeneration after surgical
repair. � 2016 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res

Keywords: proliferation; mass spectrometry; hydrogels; regenerative medicine; growth factors

Approximately 30% of the population 60þ years of age
has a tear of at least one rotator cuff tendon (RCT),1

typically either the supraspinatus tendon or both
supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons. Such inju-
ries led to nearly 300,000 surgical interventions in the
United States in 2006.2 Given the often chronic
presentation of RCT injuries, supraspinatus and infra-
spinatus muscles can degenerate, leading to fatty
infiltration and muscle loss.3,4 Fatty infiltration fre-
quently occurs in the infraspinatus muscle even when
only the supraspinatus tendon is torn as a result of
altered muscle loading.5 Furthermore, muscle damage,
which occurs during chronic RCT injuries, does not
often improve following tendon repair, and repair
failure is correlated with continued progression of
muscle atrophy and fatty infiltration.6 Thus, chronic
RCT injury can result in permanently altered muscle,
indicating possible deficits in intrinsic muscle repair
mechanisms.

Skeletal muscle progenitor cells (SMPs) are respon-
sible for muscle growth and repair in response to
injury.7 While SMPs transition from a quiescent to
active state in response to soluble factors released by
injured muscle in vivo,8 their activation can also be
modulated by insoluble factors within the niche
itself,9,10 due to their location under the basement
membrane surrounding muscle fibers.11 Niche charac-

teristics typically include substrate stiffness,12 which
for healthy muscle can range from 10 to 20 kiloPascals
(kPa, a unit of stiffness),13,14 extracellular matrix
(ECM) protein composition, including basement mem-
brane collagens and laminins,15,16 and soluble growth
and signals factors,17–20 including Notch regulation,8

HFG,18 IGF-1,19 oxytocin,20 and p38 MAP kinase
(MAPK) pathway activation.21 Since SMPs are sensi-
tive to these environmental cues, it is likely that
tendon tear activates SMPs in RC muscles, as we have
shown by an increase in the SMP population in muscle
from partial RCT tears.22 Whereas most murine or
human studies focus on substantially younger popula-
tions than ours,1 the chronicity, tear severity, and
advanced age of our patient population have previ-
ously been associated with less SMP activation result-
ing in lower regenerative capacity.22 However, other
muscle groups appear to maintain their regenerative
capacity to some degree; indeed, aged murine intact
myofibers contain fewer SMPs but tend to be more
proliferative.23 Replating SMPs in niche with aged
characteristics can even “reprogram” young cells to
resemble aged SMP characteristics.23 Thus poor RCT
surgical outcomes could be due to unique deficits in
RC muscles created by ECM and growth factor
composition of RC muscles.

To determine if the lower regenerative capacity of
SMPs in muscle from torn RCTs can be “rejuvenated”
by the restoration of normal niche characteristics,
we extended our previous observations of SMPs
that were restricted to fibronectin-coated hydrogels22

to more broadly determine whether or not SMPs
isolated from supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and
deltoid muscles from varying RCT tear states could
be culture-expanded in muscle-mimetic niches. Using
substrate stiffness,12–14 ECM protein composition,15,16
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and soluble signals and growth factors,17–20 we
quantified the extent to which disease state influ-
enced expansion and subsequent differentiation,
finding that tear state alone had a substantial and
long-lasting effect on SMP phenotype; tear-derived
SMPs fused into multinucleated myotubes at greater
rates but were less proliferative than controls despite
normal niche conditions. These data correlated with
ECM compositional differences between tear states
obtained by HPLC-MS/MS, suggesting that intrinsic
niche differences may have permanently reprog-
rammed SMPs, thus impairing repair post-reloading
of muscle.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is a laboratory study.

Tissue Biopsies
Muscle biopsies were obtained from the distal third of the
supraspinatus (SS), infraspinatus (IS), and/or deltoid (D)
muscles from 15 patients of mixed gender undergoing
arthroscopic or open shoulder surgery for chronic RCT tears.
Patients with acute RCT tears were excluded from the study.
RCTs were classified as having no tear (NT) with patients
typically presenting with bursitis or instability, or tears of
varying severity classified intraoperatively by the surgeon as
a partial thickness tear (PT), full thickness tear (FT), or
massive tear (MT). Patients classified as PT had torn one or
more tendons partially but not completely through the
sagittal plane of the tendon. Conversely, patients classified
as FT had completely torn through the sagittal plane of the
tendon. MT was categorized by FT of more than two tendons
with medial retraction. Patients were classified into these
groups by the operating surgeon and biopsies of approxi-
mately 10mg of tissue were obtained using an arthroscopic
rongeur. All biometric data and case notes are provided in
Supplemental Table S1 with average age of 54.2� 15.3 years
and body mass index of 26.8� 4.1 kg/m2. There was no
significant difference in body mass index between torn and
intact patients (p¼ 0.16), but age between torn and intact
patients was significantly different (p¼ 0.001). This differ-
ence is consistent with the reported increasing incidence of
rotator cuff tears with age.24 The institutional review board
of the University of California, San Diego Human Research
Protection Program approved this study (approval #090829);
all participants gave written informed consent to participate.

Skeletal Muscle Progenitor (SMP) Isolation
Muscle biopsies were obtained from arthroscopic shoulder
surgeries on patients with varying rotator cuff tear states.
Samples from deltoid, supraspinatus, and infraspinatus
muscles were procured. Samples were digested using 0.25%
collagenase (Worthington Biochemical) and dispase (Stem
Cell Technologies) for 30min at 37˚C, before being minced
and digested for a subsequent 10min. Cells were passed
through a 70mm filter (BD) and centrifuged at 2000 RPM for
10min at 4˚C. Cells were then resuspended in FACS buffer
(2.5% normal goat serum and 1mM EDTA in PBS) and
stained using PE mouse anti human NCAM (BD 561903),
eFluor450 mouse anti human CD31 (eBioscience 48-0319-
42), and FITC mouse anti-human CD45 (BioLegend 304017)
for 20min on ice. Cells were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for
4min, resuspended in FACS buffer, and sorted using a

FACSAria 2 cell sorter (BD). Following sorting, SMPs were
kept in 20% FBS in one well of a 24-well plate and passaged
when confluent. Medium was changed every other day.

Statistical Analysis
SMP proliferation was analyzed using unsupervised hierar-
chical clustering in R,25 with distance metric of correlation
and complete linkage calculated. Heat maps were generated
using the gplots package in R. Approximately unbiased (AU)
p-values for hierarchical clustering were calculated using the
pvclust R package.26 HPLC-MS/MS data was graphed using
a custom Matlab script. For substrate studies with C2C12s,
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was used. SMP
substrate studies were analyzed using a two-way repeated
measures ANOVA. Proliferation data were analyzed using a
two-way repeated measures ANOVA, with factors medium
and tear state. For differentiation studies, a two way ANOVA
with factors medium and tear state was used. For HPLC-MS/
MS data, a mixed effects model for predicting NSAFs with
fixed effects tear state and GO term and random effect
patient revealed significant tear state � GO term interaction
(p< 10�4), indicating that the abundance of proteins with
ECM or cytoskeletal GO terms varies with tear state. Data
were split according to GO term association (ECM, cytoskel-
etal, or other), and submodels with fixed effect tear and
random effect patient were calculated. Tukey’s honest signifi-
cant difference post hoc testing was used to determine
differences between factor levels for all ANOVAs. Statistical
significance was set to p< 0.05.

Proteomic Analysis of Human Muscle Tissues
Proteomic analysis of muscle tissues was conducted using
supraspinatus muscle samples from patients with either NT
(n¼ 4) or MT (n¼ 3). All biopsies were flash frozen with
liquid nitrogen shortly after time of biopsy. Tissue was
prepared for mass spectroscopy analysis using an ECM
enrichment strategy from Hill and coworkers.27 Trypsin-
digested peptides were analyzed by high-pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) coupled with tandem mass spectros-
copy (LC-MS/MS) using nanospray ionization.28 The collected
data were analyzed using MASCOT

1

(Matrix Sciences) and
Protein Pilot 4.0 (ABSCIEX) for peptide identifications.
Normalized spectral abundance factors (NSAFs) were calcu-
lated to correct spectral counts for proteins length and for
the total peptide content of each run.29

Histological Analysis
Muscle tissue from donors described above was blocked in
OCT compound (Sakura) and sectioned on a cryostat in
10mm-thick sections. Sections were stained with picrosirus
red to identify collagen content. Sections were fixed in ice
cold acetone for 10min and rehydrated in 100%–95%–70%
ethanol solutions before being washed with distilled water
and stained with 0.1% picrosirius red in piric acid (Electron
Microscopy Sciences) for 1h. Slides were washed with two
changes of 0.5% glacial acetic acid and three changes of
100% ethanol before being mounted in Cytoseal 60 (Thermo
Scientific).

RESULTS
Ex Vivo Human SMP Expansion Is Affected by Rotator Cuff
Tear State
Murine SMPs have successfully been expanded on
polyacrylamide (PA) hydrogels with a stiffness of
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�11kPa,13,14,30 so for human SMP expansion, we
coated 11kPa hydrogels with laminin-111 and type IV
collagen15,16 and selectively with type I collagen to
mirror previous descriptions of the in vivo mouse
niche.30 While C2C12 mouse myoblast expansion read-
ily occurs in both of these conditions, C2C12s are
insensitive to these niche variations (Fig. 1A). Con-
versely, NCAM positive human SMPs (Supplementary
Fig. S1) with the same niche combinations failed to
proliferate over several passages (Fig. 1B); ECM
protein composition of the culture substrate again
made no significant difference in cell proliferation
rates.

Since ECM stiffness and composition were not
sufficient to induce proliferation, we next decided to
also culture SMPs in the presence of growth factors to
test whether a more complete niche could maintain
the SMP phenotype. Based on previous literature,
FGF2,17 FGF6,17 FGF19,17 HGF,18 IGF1,19 and oxyto-
cin20 were added individually, in combination, or not
at all to growth medium. Again SMPs were cultured
on 11kPa PA hydrogels with collagen IV and laminin-
111 as well as on glass. The growth factor effect was
significant (Fig. 2A; p<10�4), with SMPs grown in
FGF2 having the greatest average proliferation rate
compared to SMPs grown without exogenously added
growth factors (Fig. 2B; p< 0.05, two way repeated
measures ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc testing); effects
with other growth factors were not significantly better
than proliferation rates without added growth factors,
despite contrary observations with mouse SMPs17–20

(Fig. 2). However, tear state also had a significant
effect on proliferation rates across growth factor
conditions, with partial and full tear samples prolifer-
ating more slowly than no tear samples (p<10�4).
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering also revealed
that SMPs from muscles with torn RCTs (either
partial or full) were generally less proliferative
than SMPs from cases lacking a tear (Fig. 2A).

Approximately unbiased (AU) p-values calculated by
multiscale nonparametric bootstrapping using the
pvclust R package26 indicated high confidence for
the clustering observed (Supplementary Fig. S2). In
the specific case of FGF2 where the highest average
expansion occurred, it is worth noting that SMPs from

Figure 1. ECM proteins do not significantly affect proliferation
rate. (A) C2C12 mouse myoblasts were cultured on 11kPa
polyacrylamide gels, laminin-111, collagen type IV or on 11kPa
polyacrylamide gels, laminin-111, collagens type I and IV. n¼3
technical replicates with p-value¼0.32. (B) SMPs were cultured
on conditions as described above. n¼3 biological replicates with
p-value¼0.33. Data were analyzed using one way (A) or two way
(B) repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc. Error bars
are standard error of the mean (SEM).

Figure 2. Growth factor and tear state affect long term SMP
proliferation rates. (A) SMPs were grown on matrices of collagen
IV and laminin-111 with the addition of growth factors. Unsuper-
vised hierarchical clustering was used to order patient data at
the third passage. Growth factor effect p< 0.001, tear effect
p<0.001. (B) FGF2 significantly enhanced SMP proliferation
over adding no growth factors (p<0.01). Data were analyzed
using two way repeated measures ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc.
Error bars are SEM.
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muscles with torn RCTs were 100-fold less prolifer-
ative than the untorn counterparts (Fig. 2B), indicat-
ing how dominant RCT tear state is as a predictor of
SMP proliferation.

Myotube Fusion Rate Trends With Rotator Cuff Tear State
While the RCT injury niche may reprogram SMPs to
limit their expansion, poor clinical outcomes5 might
further suggest limits on the ability of existing SMPs
to fuse into and repair mature muscle. Thus, after
expansion in a muscle mimetic niche, SMP differenti-
ation potential was assessed for each growth factor.
We found that differentiation rates, calculated as the
percentage of nuclei within myosin heavy chain
(MHC) positive myotubes (Fig. 3A) after 5 days in
differentiation media, were significantly affected by
tear state of the RCT and specific growth factors
used during cell expansion. When unsupervised hier-
archical clustering was performed and cluster confi-
dence was evaluated using the Pvclust R package,26

AU p-values from multiscale nonparametric boot-
strapping indicated high confidence (>95%) for each
cluster generated (Supplementary Fig. S3). Differen-
tiation rates were significantly greater for SMPs
from torn cuffs than for SMPs from intact cuffs (Fig.
3B; p<10�4, two-way ANOVA). Growth factor effects
were also significant (p< 0.01), as was the medium
and tear state interaction (p¼0.005). Thus, the
effects of expansion in IGF1, which produced the
highest average rates of differentiation, were not

uniform across tear state. The dependence of SMP
expansion and differentiation on tear state and
growth factors, as well as prior observations that
injury can affect SMP expansion in vivo,22 suggests
that expansion may differently affect SMPs’ underly-
ing self-renewal status, i.e., the difference between
proliferating and differentiating SMP.8,31 These data
suggest that specific niche conditions could prime
cells for differentiation after expansion, which would
impact the ability of differentiated progeny of SMPs
in RC muscles to repair post injury.

Since FGF2 and IGF1 produced the most robust
expansion and MHC positive fibers, respectively, we
next determined the concentrations that optimized
SMP proliferation and subsequent differentiation to
ascertain if specific niche conditions could improve
both. Using FGF2 and IGF1 concentrations above and
below those reported to affect murine SMPs,17,19 we
found a significant growth factor effect in the no tear
sample (p< 10�4, one way ANOVA) and the highest
average SMP proliferation for FGF2, consistent with
Figure 2. While there were few significant effects
within FGF2 or IGF1 concentrations, maximal expan-
sion for SMPs from muscle from torn RCTs occurred at
30ng/ml IGF1 (p¼ 0.037, Tukey post-hoc following one
way ANOVA, Fig. 4A). To determine if there was a
concentration dependence on subsequent differentia-
tion, we assessed myotube fusion based on the number
of nuclei per MHC positive cell. SMPs from intact RCT
muscles were not impacted by growth factor condition
versus media without exogenous growth factors, con-
sistent with Figure 2. However for SMPs from torn RC
muscles, we again found that IGF1 produced a more
robust response than FGF2, but specifically with an
optimum at 50ng/ml (Fig. 4B and C). Thus, 50ng/ml
IGF1 appears to prime SMPs from torn RC muscles,
while not affecting SMPs from untorn RCT muscles.
Given prior observations that injury can affect SMP
expansion in vivo22 and our current observation that
niche conditions affect expansion, these data implicate
specific growth factor dosing in combination could
better prime or encourage post-injury SMP expansion
and differentiation.

Analysis of Protein Composition Changes in Muscle With
Rotator Cuff Tear State
Given that the niche significantly affected SMP behav-
ior, we next characterized differences in the niche in
vivo to correlate it with matrix and growth factor
combinations used in vitro. We used high-pressure
liquid chromatography coupled with tandem mass
spectroscopy (HPLC-MS/MS) and an ECM enrichment
strategy for sample preparation27 to evaluate bulk
protein changes in supraspinatus muscle from massive
tear (n¼ 3) and untorn (n¼4) cases. A total of 10,252
unique tryptic peptides were detected (Supplementary
Table S2) accounting for a total of 447 (massive tear)
and 337 (no tear) non-redundant proteins (Supplemen-
tal Table S3); of these proteins, 277 were common

Figure 3. SMP differentiation capacity varies by tear state and
proliferation medium. (A) Cells were seeded at high confluency
at the end of the proliferation experiment (P7-8) and allowed to
differentiate for 5 days in differentiation medium (5% horse
serum and 10mg/ml insulin). Representative images of cells are
shown from partial tear and no tear. (B) Differentiation was
quantified as the number of nuclei that were in myosin heavy
chain (MHC)-positive myotubes. Growth factor effect p¼0.00698,
tear effect p<10�4, growth factor�tear interaction p¼0.00547.
Data were analyzed using a two way ANOVA with Tukey post-
hoc analysis. (C) RNA expression of myogenic markers MyoD
and Pax7 shown as a ratio of MyoD/Pax7 expression after cell
expansion. Error bars are SEM.
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between tear states. ECM and cytoskeletal proteins
were the most abundant gene ontology (GO) terms
based on BioMart annotations32 and in accordance
with the ECM enrichment strategy.27 Comparisons of
normalized spectral abundance factors (NSAFs)29 for
each protein common between tear states showed
ECM protein enrichment in biopsies of massive tears,
that is, a shift away from equal expression between
cuff states (Fig. 5A, red; upward and leftward shift).

A mixed effects model for predicting NSAFs with
fixed effects tear state and GO term and random effect
patient revealed significant tear state � GO term
interaction (p< .0001), indicating that the abundance
of proteins with ECM or cytoskeletal GO terms varies
with tear state. In a subsequent model with the
cytoskeletal fraction of the data with fixed effect tear
state and random effect patient, cytoskeletal proteins
were significantly increased in no tear muscle
(p¼ 0.046). To quantitatively illustrate this, differen-
tial expression was computed as distance of each
protein’s NSAF from the y¼ x line, plotted in the order
of decreasing distance. For proteins with greater
expression in massive tear samples (Fig. 5B; Supple-
mental Table S4), ECM GO terms comprised 48% of
the 25 most differentially expressed proteins. The
most abundant matrix proteins are also listed, with

fibrillar collagens highlighted in bold. Given their
relatively high abundance, the presence of several
fibrillar collagens indicates possible niche remodeling.
Conversely for no tear samples (Fig. 5C; Supplemental
Table S5), cytoskeletal GO terms comprised 44% of the
25 most differentially expressed proteins whereas only
4 of the top 100 terms were ECM-related. Further-
more, the few ECM proteins enriched in no tear RC
muscle were laminins, fibronectin, and nidogen, all of
which are associated with the SMP niche. These data
indicate that fibrosis may substantially change the
composition of the SMP niche in vivo in muscle with
RCT tears, and to confirm this, picrosirius red staining
of the same samples was performed. Staining indi-
cated that while muscle from untorn RCTs had some
degree of fibrosis possibly associated with bursitis,
there was substantial collagen deposition within mus-
cle from torn RCTs (Fig. 5D), consistent again with an
altered SMP niche in vivo. These data further suggest
that changes within the niche during the chronic
phase of remodeling could negatively impact SMP
repair ability post-surgery.

DISCUSSION
While most murine and human studies with SMPs
report age effects to varying degrees,21,33,34 our

Figure 4. Growth factor dose effects. (A) SMPs
were expanded on 11kPa polyacrylamide gels,
laminin-111, collagens type I and IV in the
presence of the indicated growth factors and their
concentrations. Data are plotted as total cell
number versus passage number. n¼3 technical
replicates with one biological replicate per tear
state. (B) Immunofluorescent staining for MHC
from SMPs with the indicated tear state. (C)
Number of nuclei per MHC positive cell plotted for
the growth factors and concentrations indicated in
panel A. �p<0.05 for comparisons to all other
conditions using a post-hoc Tukey test.

Figure 5. Mass spectroscopy reveals that muscle
composition varies with disease state. (A) Natural
log of mean normalized spectral abundance factors
(NSAFs) plotted for massive tear (n¼ 3) versus no
tear (n¼ 4). Dashed line is y¼ x reference line.
Proteins are colored by gene ontology (GO) terms
for cytoskeletal (green), ECM (red), and other
(blue). Proteins expressed in either massive tear
or no tear samples but not both are located along
each respective axis. (B, C) The absolute value of
the distance from each point to the y¼ x reference
line was calculated to indicate differential protein
expression. Panel B indicates those proteins
expressed at higher levels in massive tear samples
(i.e., to the left of the y¼ x line), while panel C
indicates those expressed at higher levels in no
tear samples. Panel B also annotates those ECM
proteins that had the highest overall expression,
with fibrillar collagens noted in bold. (D) Repre-
sentative images of picrosirius red staining of no
tear and massive tear samples show increased
ECM content and collagen deposition in massive
tear samples, with some collagen deposition in no
tears likely due to bursitis.
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results highlight the importance of disease state and
cell culture conditions in the ability of the SMP to
proliferate and differentiate. While the former was
assessed in vitro, it is possible that the significant
differences we observed within the niche itself could
have longer-term implications for repairing chroni-
cally torn RCTs.

Human Versus Murine Differences in SMP Behavior
Previous studies have implicated numerous growth
factors, including FGF2,17 FGF19,17 FGF6,17 HGF,18

IGF1,19 and oxytocin,20 in maintaining the prolifer-
ative state of murine SMPs in vitro. Using human
SMPs, however, we found only FGF2 significantly
improved cell expansion and IGF1 significantly im-
proved cell fusion. Additionally, the effects of mus-
cle-mimetic substrate stiffness and ECM protein
composition were not sufficient to prolong human
SMP proliferation, in contrast to murine models.30

However, such comparisons may be problematic due
to population differences resulting from SMP
isolation.31,35–37 While populations can be evaluated
for Pax7 expression, isolation differences could result
in different Pax7þ subsets and thus different out-
comes as we observed, for example, growth factor
concentrations reported in mouse literature resulted
in different outcomes here; thus, additional com-
binations of niche conditions could further improve
human SMPs expansion and their regenerative
capacity.8,31

RCT Tear State Affects SMP Phenotype Maintenance
Ex Vivo
Here we showed that SMPs from muscle with torn
RCTs proliferated at slower rates over several pas-
sages in culture but differentiated significantly bet-
ter than SMPs from untorn RCTs. Our study has
several limitations, including the difficultly of decou-
pling tear effects from any possible muscle group
effects. As a RCT tear generally involves the supra-
spinatus or both the supraspinatus and infraspina-
tus tendons, these muscles will be directly unloaded
following injury, while the deltoid remains mechani-
cally unaffected. The data presented here include
some deltoid samples as intact control muscle, so it
is possible that some of the differential clustering
observed is due to differences between muscle
groups. However, previous studies have investigated
human SMPs from different muscle groups and
pooled results with success,38 indicating that SMPs
from diverse muscle groups may have similar prop-
erties. However as that study had a patient cohort
with substantially different demographics from this
RCT repair cohort, exact comparisons to their expan-
sion and engraftment may be difficult. Furthermore,
while the mean age of the tear group was signifi-
cantly greater than that of the no tear group
(p¼ 0.001, 65 and 45 years, respectively), it is not
known to what degree such an age difference affects

SMP qualities when both ages are neither juvenile
nor geriatric. Regardless, our finding that tear state
influenced the growth factor response, specifically
with FGF2 and IGF1, indicates that subsequent
analysis requires more careful tissue analysis and
consideration of injury status. Moreover, it suggests
that possible clinical intervention with these specific
factors in acute tears could be beneficial by maximiz-
ing expansion and repair, though more direct in vivo
evidence is required.

RCT Tear State Affects SMP Niche Components
As the SMP niche has a demonstrated importance in
maintaining the SMP phenotype, it is likely that the
altered niche SMPs encounter in an injury or pathologi-
cal state affects SMP quality. Indeed, mouse models
bear this out; knock out of collagen IV impaired
regeneration and reduced SMP self-renewal after in-
jury.10 Conversely, excessive fibrosis also limits SMP
renewal through chronic inflammatory responses that
block entry into muscle fibers.39 Our examination of
proteomic changes in muscles from torn versus untorn
RCTs illustrates the increased ECM deposition and loss
of cytoskeletal proteins seen in RCT tear muscles,
which suggests that fibrotic responses can alter the
SMP niche. Severe, chronic RCT injuries could then
impair SMP self-renewal within the niche22 as well as
in culture, as we observed. Despite all of these signifi-
cant remodeling events, especially those associated
with the basement membrane that surrounds muscle
fibers in vivo, it is important to note that HPLC-MS/MS
evaluates bulk level protein expression in the sample.
Thus the changes we observed were likely due to global
differences in the connective tissue of the muscle belly
rather than specific differences within the SMP niche.
This limitation of HPLC-MS/MS accordingly leads to
the loss of protein localization data. Myofibroblast-
associated matrix could make SMP niche changes in
response to injury difficult to detect. Although histologi-
cal analyses are an alternative to HPLC-MS/MS, the
changes we observed in vivo and their ability to be
modulated in vitro with growth factors that inhibit
fibrosis lead us to conclude that HPLC-MS/MS provided
a reasonable snapshot of the RC muscles.

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates the importance of the SMP
niche in maintaining proliferation and differentiation
capacity in vitro. We show the difficulties of translat-
ing findings in soluble factors for murine SMPs to
human SMPs, as only FGF2 substantially improves
long-term expansion ex vivo. Furthermore, we estab-
lish a relationship between the injury state of the
muscle used for SMP isolation and SMP phenotype
maintenance ex vivo. Our data indicate that SMPs
from muscles with a RCT tear proliferate more slowly
but differentiate at greater rates after several pas-
sages than SMPs from muscles without RCTs. HPLC-
MS/MS analysis of proteomic changes in response to
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RCT tear shows an accumulation of ECM proteins and
a decrease in cytoskeletal proteins in massive RCT
tear muscle. These shifts in protein expression could
alter the in vivo niche for SMPs that affect their
ability to expand in vitro, irrespective of culture
conditions. These data suggest the importance of
context and injury-specific considerations in treating
RCTs with exogenous factors to expand and prime
SMPs in vivo.
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